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Recently there have been several suggestions that at 
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vanishing momentum transfer (t = 0), Regge poles occur in in-

finite families, which have been called "daughter sequences." 

This behavior has been established in two specialized models. 

In one ofthese,1,2 one finds that Mandelstam analyticity, the 

Regge pole hypothesis, ,and certain other technical assumptions 

lead to the existence of daughters in spinless amplitudes for 

which either initial or final particles in the t reaction have 

unequal masses. The other model in which the existence of Regge 

families has been verified is the spinless Bethe-Salpeter equation 

in the ladder approximation. 3,4,5,1 

There have also been suggestions that the existence of these 

Regge families follows from Lorentz invariance. 6,,7 This argument 

may be outlined as follows: for positive t, the t-channel cente~ 

of-mass amplitude is invariant under the rotation group 0(3), 

and so-is diagonal in the basis states of that group, which are 

the familiar angular momentum states. For pairwise equal external 

masses, at t = 0 the center-of-mass amplitude is invariant under 
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the full Lorentz group 0(3,1), or, by analytic continuation, 

under the four-d;i.mensional rotation group 0(4), and, so is 

diagonal in II four-dimensional angular momentum. " The same 

assumptions which lead to Regge behavior at nonzero values of 

,t also lead to the existence of~_~?lPle poles (called "Lorentz, 

poles") in the complex plane of this four-dimensional angular 

momentum, which control the aSynl1)totiC ,behavior in s for 

t = O. Furtherm()re, a single Lorentz pole can be shown to corres-

p()nd to an infinite family of Regge poles; ,thus Lorentz invariance 

at t '= 0 seems to imply the existence of Regge families. 

Unfortunately, it is also true that a single Regge pole 

corresponds to an infinite family of Lorentz poles. One might 

therefore worry that the Lorentz poles are arranged so that all 

but the single leading member of the Regge family cancels out; 

in this case we might say that a family of Lorentz poles has 

It t . d"B t' . l' R 1 coun er consp~re 0 g~ve a s~ng e egge po e. In previous 

work,6,7 the rejection of this possibility was an added assumption, 

based on the feeling that it would be accidental for the Lorentz 

poles to appear, in famil~es. Because of this extra assumption, 

and the technical assumptions made in the alternative proof in 

th " 1 1, 2 th' h b t·, t f e unequa -mass case" ere as een a cer a~n amoun 0 un-

easiness about the existence of daughter trajectories. 

In this paper we point out that this additional assumption 

is not necessary, and therefore establish that the existence of 

daughters is a consequence of Lorentz invariance and Regge pole 
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assu."U:ptions themselves; no counter conspiracy .. not even an accidental 

one, can Ye!'love the necessity for infinite families of Regge poles. 

To show thi,s} VIe observe that if members of different 0(4) 

representations interfeye d.estructively in one amplitude, they 

!'l'.1.st :,_nterfere constructively in some other amplitude. That is, 

let us su:ppose that the Regge dal~ght8rs are in fact absent in some 

a;::pli tude; t:1is v:il.l give us cond.i t'ions on the counter-conspiri!lg 

Loren"'Cz pales.. 1fJe car: then fiL.c_ 8JTJ.ot.her ampli t'uo_e -' rela.ted to 

the first by 0(4') 'out. not by 0(3)~' in ,.;hich the d.aughters mus! 

appeay. ~hus the daughter trajectories mD~st exist. vIe need onl~'{ 

ass-J-me that the parent trajectory does not itself decouple at 

t. = 0; but this is an assumption within Regge) not Lorentz :pole, 

theory. 

We vrill present the explicit verification of the existence 

of Regge families, foll0,,-ing the outline of the preceding paragra:ph,. 

for two examples. As the first example) ,.;e consider any trajectory 

(SUCh as the p) ~/Qoseexchange contributes to the cliffference of 

total cross sections of different helicity states in 11:P scattering. 

(If there weye no s.uch trajectories" then this difference .... rould 

Q_isappear faster than any pover of s.) vIe will woyk wi thin the 

D k ~ 0(1.L) ~ n 1 t 0"' Ret· ry (~er·el·na·.J..~ter _,_:re.T,1e .... lOr __ 0.1. . sym."'G.e ulOY as 10rmu a -e _ In • I J." -

"1 " -) C2..J.. ea 1. . Beloivi\'e shall disc'J..ss d,aughters in the IW amplit'.lde: 

iJu-:'; before we :r;Jroceed 'I.,rit1.1 this first example, we must discuss the' 

O(1..:.)k:"ne:naticsof 11:p scattering. 
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the conventionally defined t-channel 

helicity amplitude at t = 0: a..11d by' fj , 
/1.1 /1.2 

its partial wave; 

" .l..h h" l' . t ' ... .l..h are II •• e, e ~Cl les oJ. ,lI_ e P meson. The corresponding 

alnplitudes in the, s channel at t = 0 are denoted by , 

= 

and 

(
' "I r::-.74) r ' (\ ' , ()'1 

rJ 2/ l ~-l-l sJ - Glls..j 

are related Oy9 

, = 0 , 

(1) 

since G10(s) =, Gl - l (s) = 0 from geo!ll.etry~ It has been shown in 

I that Lorentz' invariance at t = 0 implies the folJ.oi'v"ing ex-

pansion for 

. ,,1+/1.2 
= (2rr)-2 (-1) 

K:,even 

x (j ~ )2 + K + .L 
m j+K 
1 

S 

is the' 0(4) partial wave amplitude. 

(2) 

The quantum , 

number M defined in t is always zero here because the pion has' 

no spin. Because of Bose statistics, j and nare always even 
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(odd) when the total isospin in the t-channel is even (odd). Also 

note that because of parity conservation, s = 1 amplitudes do not 

exist, and that for, A.l -A.2 = l~ s = 2 does not contribute, since 

nO ' 
dj21 ('It/2) ~ 0 for n - j even, from Eq. (A-II) of I. 

By use of the:' techniques of I, Eq. (2) can be extended to 

complex j. We ,use 

dj~g(5) ~.- ¥ I (n-l) ntn+2) (n+d¥ [3 d:2 + n(n+2)] aj~g(5) 

dj~~(5) ~ - t [(n-l) (n+S) (j-l) (j+2)]¥ x 

[- e -io (n""l-i d~)' (n+3+i d~) + e
io 

(n-l+i d~) (n+3-i d~)] d~~~ (0) 

, ' 
(3) 

other relevant are given in 1. The signature of 

and of T n 
s is given by (_1)1, where I is the total 

isospin in the t channel. The continued 0(4) amplitudes are 

given by 

T n 
o 

2 
n + 1 

2 
n + 1 

'2 2 
3m - m 'It p 

2m m ' 
(4) 

'It P 
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where. BSA,(x) is the u-channel absorptive ,part of TOSA,(o); 

TS'SA,(o) is defined in Eq. (40) of·1. The cOJ:).tributions coming 

from the 's-channel· absorptive part A (x) 
sA. have already 

. I 
been taken into account in Eq. (4) by using ASA,(x) == (~l) .. ,B~A.(-x), 

which,· fol~ows <fr9111Bose ' statistics.' '. ':j:'he ;integ,ral i~, 

the second of Eq. (4) converges because B20 (X) behaves likelO 

(x-'.l) near x ==: 1. From Eqs. (3) and (4) we can show, just 
'" 

as was done in I in the NN ·-+·NN case, that the series in 
. ), 

Eq. (2) converge uniformly in the j plane, and then, by using 

Carlson's theorem, that the RHS and LHS ·of Eq. (2) coincide 

for complex j. We wish to emphasize that to establish this we 

need to use only Lorentz invariance and the forward (t = 0) 

dispersion relation, sin~e for large enough is always 

in the region of holomorphy in the n ~lane. 

The proof ofEq. (2) for complex . j is the analogue of 

the proof given in I' for the NN case; we are now ready to 

discuss the existence of daughters in the llP amplitude. First, 

w.e n.otice that for given J. 'f j , 11 
, j 

and fOO receive the same 

contribution from Lorentz poles with s == 0, . and different 

contributions from poles with s == 2 (the ra:t±o of these latter 

contributions being - C(1,1;2,1,-1)/C(1,1,2,0,0) = - ~). Thus 

contributions of s = 0 cannot cancel those of s = 2 in both 

and 

or 

f j. 
00 ' 

there will surely be a pole in either 

or both, unless the contribution of s = 2 Lorentz 

poles to fll j variishes. 
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Now let us assume that j = 0: gives the :position of the 

leading Regge :pole which contributes to the difference of total 

cross sections corres:ponding to different initial helicities 

in the s channel. From the o:ptical theorem and the last of 

Eqs. (1), we see that this must be the ,leading :pole in 

FromEq. (2), this ,implies that T2
n has its leading :pole at 

n '= 0:, because on the' orie hand, if . T n 
,2 

had its leading :pole, 

at n = 0: + r, for r, > 0, then j f
l

_
l wo.uld have its leading 

:poleat j = 0: + r; and on the other hand, if'T
2
n were analytic 

at n 0: + r for all r ~ 0, then 

at j = 0:. In fact, we need not have 

j 
fl -1 would be analytic , 
required that the pole in 

j f
l

_
l 

be the leading one, as long as there is no. other :pole 

an even integer higher. 

This Lorentz:pole of 
. n 

at :produces daughter T2 n = 0: 

J :poles in fOO 
j j 

and fj Let us first show that the , fll , ,1-1 

second daughter, at j = 0: - 2, must actually ap:pear in at 

least one of these am:plitudes. Since s = 0 does not contribute 

to fr_l' and since T2
n has no :poles for n> 0:, the orily . 

way in which the :pole in fl~l at j = 0: - 2 could be cancelled 

wou1d be if there were another :pole of at n = 0: - 2. The 

assumption that this cancellation occu~fixes the ratios of 

the residues of these two s = 2 :poles, which enables us to see 

that together they must make a nonzero :pole contribution to 

fll and foo at j = 0: - 2. Remembering that s = 0 and s = 2 

,cannot cancel in both and we see that the assumption 
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that the second daughter is cancelled from fi_l leads to the 

. cOhclusionthat it must be present either in' fIr or in fog; 

this establishes. that the 'second daughter exists. 

This result could have been obtained in another way. 

From Eqs. (1) we see 

which implies j . 

j(j-l) '. "2 
(

" . ) 1 

(j+l) (j+2) 
+ ((j+l) (~+2) \ ~ fj+l 

\ j(j-2 11-1 

o . (6) 

Equation (6) is the analogue forrrp of the original conspiracy 

equation derived by'volkov and Gribov for·the NN 
11 

case. Like 

the Volkov-Gribovequation, it can besatisfie9.:by.a finite number 

of tr,ajectories, and in fact is consistent with the absence of all 

daughters beyond the second. However, Eq. (2), which is a direct 

consequence of Lorentz invariance, is stronger than this; the 

Regge family must be infinite~ as we now demonstrate. 

The fourth and sixth daughters,at j = ex - 4 and ex - 6, 

could receive contributions from counter-conspiring Lorentz poles 

at n= ex, ex - 2, ex - 4, and - ex - 6. The vanishing of fourth and 

sixth daughters in both and would constitute four 

conditions on the four possible s = 2 Lorentz poles (remember 

that s = 0 contributions can 'at most shift a pole from 
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f ll
j - to fOOj), which can be shown to have the unique solution 

that all of the Lorentz residues are zero. Thus under .the 

assumption that the parent Regge trajectory at j = ex is present, 

we see that either the fourth or the sixth daughter must exist. 

We can continue the argument to show that, for any N-, at least 

N/2 of the firstN even daughters must exist; thus the family 

is infinite. 

We have-established that Regge tradectories which couple 
I 

to such as the - p, are members of infinite families. Un-

fortunately, this method of proof does not apply to those Regge 

poles which do not couple to 12 It has been argued that .the 

Pomeranchuk pole does not couple to j 
fl;-l at t = 0, since ap(O) = 1 

is a point of nonsense and wrong signature for this helicity ampli-

tude. 13 However, it may be that the fixed poles in the 
- 14 

j plane 

would allow the Pomeranchon to couple to in which case 

our argument would establish ~he existence of even daughters of 

the Pomeranchon. On the other hand, these fixed poles are in the 

right position to themselves be the even daughters of the Pomeranchon! 

As a second example, consider the Al trajectory in the 

NN amplitude. The Al traj ectory, _- if it indeed exists, would 

j appear in the amplitude fl' Just as in the first example, as 

long as the Ai is coupled to NN at t = 0, the Volkov-Gribov 

t . 11 t 11 th t th .. t . t t equa lon e s us a some 0 er consplrlng raJec ory mus 

exist, but 0(4) tells us more; the conspiring family must be in-

finite. 

I 
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The' 0(4) kinematics of NN scattering have been presented 

" in I. It was shown there that Lorentz poles with s =,0 contribute; 
/ 

only to j 
fll ' and hence they do not counter conspire. with poles 

with s == 1. 'A' 1 . Tn,M=O t 1 d t 1 po e ~n s=l a n = CX . ea s 0 po es.in 

j ... j 
fl at j cx, CX - 2, CX - 4 ""and 'in fo at j cx - 1, = , 
cx - 3, cx - 5· . .. ; a pole in r,M=l at ·n =,CX + 1 leads to poles s=l 

in f j at 
1 

j = cx,' CX - 2, CX - 4,:"; in f:o~" at j '= cx + 1,.CX - 1, 

cx -'3"', and in f 22
j 

at j ,,= CX + l"cx - 1, CX - 3/-", Under the 

assumption that theAl is coupled to there must be a pole 

in ~,o or in 
1 

~,l with nonzero residue; let n = CX be the 

position of the leading pole. Then it can be. shown that for any 

integer N, in ·the 2N units below n = CX at least N + 1 Regge 

/ 

, 
./. 

i 

conspirators must exist, and once again the Regge family is infinite . 

. In these two example, although the Regge families have been 

shown to be infinite, the possibility b.as still been left open 

that some of the daughters might be cancelled out. This is because, 

for each j, the number of helicity amplitudes in which the 

daughters might exist, and in which 'the counter conspirators must 

therefore try to cancel, is fairly small. This. situation should 

improve in amplitudes with more exotic external spins. Alternatively, 

if one were to consider amplitudes involving more than four 

external particles, the. finite degree of freedom we have been ex-

ploiting, is going from one helicity amplitude to another, would 

be.come a continuous degree of freedom, and then the existence of 

all daughters could presumably be established. 
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